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not only was the (Vancouver) event wonderful;
the place and people were wonderful also. I have
written to Tom (McDonald) telling him off for letting
me leave

. . . A lot of people asked about my as-yet

failed "Cyclops". If there is room in HP you might
include photos and what passes for a drawing of the
chassis. The rear track has now been increased to 15"
(380 mm) from 12" (305 mm) which I hope will cure the
problem of falling over at 30 mph. I am off to see
the Dutch this weekend (end of September) to give them
the good news.

The IHPVA - a Three-Media Movemeni
The three media are, of course, air, land and
water, but the news media also have gotten fully involved and have treated us royally. All IHPVA hearts
must have swelled with pride at the many reports of
the triumph of GOLD RUSH, Freddie Markham and Gardner
Martin over the 65-mph Du Pont hurdle; and over the
portrayal of Allan Abbott, Alec Brooks and Parker
MacCready, in particular, as light-hearted but superbly effective conquerors of the waves through
hydrofoils in the public-TV science program Discover.
As I write this, Allan is on the front cover of
Scientific American on the Flying Fish. Gunter
Rochelt and Wayne Bliesner with their magnificent
flying machines have had excellent coverage in their
home areas, but not as much as they deserve
internationally. It looks as though the news media's
interest is being intrigued by the plans of the
Daedalus team to fly from Crete to the mainland of
Greece.

Mike (Burrows) - Windcheetah HPVs
Green Lane West, Rackheath, Norwich, NR13 6LW, UK

I greatly enjoyed the Fall'86 issue of HP, and
sincerely hope that you will be able to keep up this
high standard.
As a result of it I wrote to Allan Abbott and
Einar Jakobsen because we up in the Alps now have 3.5
HPB-addicts who intend to get going on a wing-flapping
HP-hydrofoil project. If successful we shall call it
"Mutiny of the Swiss Navy".
I also

got

a kick out of

Fred

Willkie's

Bangladesh article . . . in fact, his account reminds

me of my own ten years spent in Asia: long-nosed missionary disembarking with blossom-white drawings, but
finding the field barren/irresponsive to our cartesian
approach. This should not be taken as a dejected
lament. I am quite confident about HPV progress. All
we need is on top of Cherno-Byl and Cherno-Bale: a
cherno-mobile indigestion senza benzina, as in 1974,
in order to break the ice.

So one way or another, we've gotten one category
of media covered, and the other type of media are
covering us. How can we still have a membership of
only around 1500?
A striking series of quarter-page advertisements
in the Boston Globe in November and December from a
sailplane club proposed the ultimate gift: a
sailplane ride for two for about eighty dollars.
Maybe that's the approach we need. We are good enough
that we get lots of publicity without asking for it.
But we're bashful about asking people to join the
IHPVA to support all these worthwhile activities.
Maybe we should advertise. We can all do a little individual advertising, and maybe the IHPVA could put
out some very short funds to start a modest national
campaign. What do you think?

Meanwhile our Swiss EXPO-86 roamers have all come
back home . . . I am sending you a concept copy of a

recumbent project which I conceived some time back.
It comes close to your own ideas regarding wheelbase
and weather protection. The rear suspension is by
trailing fork, supplemented by gas-damper struts.
Front telescopic fork has a packet of rubber compression springs.
ere
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cal workshop with the specific theme of fairing
construction. Some fifteen active members are taking
part. Our membership has now passed 200, out of which
about 10% are also paying IHPVA members. Our next objective: a top-notch HPV booth at the next
IFMA-Zurich at the end of February '87. ..
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"Velauf", as we say herel
Peter Ernst, pres., FUTURE-BIKE club
15 rue Moser, 2503 Bienne, Switzerland.
As a long-time subscriber to Human Power, I would
like to say it is a very good journal, and getting
better with each issue. I want to express my thanks
to .

. all the fine people who take the time and

trouble to put it together. . . In accordance with
the editorial in the summer, 1986, issue, I want to
give two gift subscriptions to friends of mine .
Andy Ross, Ross Experimental Inc.
1660 W. Henderson Road, Columbus OH 43220 USA

This issue of HP was typed by Sabina Rataj and
David Wilson; set-up by Dave Wilson and Tom
Healy. Printed at Apple Press by Tom Healy.
Distributedby Marti Daily & cast of thousands.
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Rickshaws in Bangladesh
By H. Frederick Willkie II
parttwo
(This is the concluding part of Fred Willkie's article, the first part of which appeared in HP vol.5
no.3, fall '86. He discussed the sociological background to the use of rickshaws, in particular who owns
them and who operates them. He pointed out that the
standard rickshaw weighs about 100 kg empty, and may
weigh over 700 kg loaded, and has only one high gear.
It is high so that the operator can return fast to the
source of the business. It generally has only one
brake, on the front wheel, which when used on a loaded
machine can snap off the front forks. Rickshaw
drivers are trapped into a situation of using unsafe
and body-breaking machines because they do not own
their own vehicles. Fred spent many months in
Bangladesh looking for solutions).

with charcoals that the mishtri occasionally dribbled
water on to keep the heat in. The brass was wire,
wound around the tubes just outside the sockets of the
bracket shell. He drove his blower with the
bicycle-wheel pulley until the coals got hot enough to
melt the brass, which flowed down the tubes and into
the joint. I would never have believed his apparatus
would
work if I hadn't seen it happen right there, and
In the small city of Jessore, I walked the clay
the
brazing-alloy
wire he made himself, melting and
street of the rickshaw shops. They were little
drawing,
over
the
heat of his tiny mud-oven, old
lean-tos of cut-and-woven bamboo and corrugated-steel
rivets,
belt-buckles,
buttons, and brass chips swept by
sheet. In front of one, a mishtri (mechanic) was
old
women
from
the
floor
of little machine shops.
building a frame. He had a little Chinese centrifugal
Ingenuity
is
abundant
among
the mishtris of Bangladesh;
blower that he drove with a rim strip passed around a
materials are scarce. Alloys are seldom pure or
bicycle wheel fitted with a hand crank and set in a
wooden frame to act as a pulley. The blower forced air strong. You must keep that in mind when you're trying
into a little clay oven whose mouth was no larger than to design something for their use. It needs to be
your palm, crossed by a wire grate. The front triangle robust, cheap and simple.
he was building was propped on a stick, so that its
We managed to get a workable design together. It
bottom bracket sat on the oven's mouth, covered over
was of tubular construction, though tubes weren't
DIAGRAM 2
available and we had to incorporate waterpipe. It had
rfLtBkATI.
MID ASBBPt3LX PROCES8 OF THE RIC SHAW
a foot-operated drum brake working on the rear axle, a
REAR CHASSIS
pair of conical rubber shock absorbers for the passenBODY
ger seat, an optional three-speed shifter requiring no
Parts
l

.

.

continued on page 6

Source

: "Small scale Manufacturing : Case studies of Urban
enterpries in Dhaka Metropolitan area". UNCHS: July 1979.
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parallelograms, no cables, no pinion, no hardened
parts, and only hand labor for most of its manufature.
The front fork had no trail, so it didn't fight the
wallah every time the rickshaw went over a bump. The
stability came from a geometry that required the steering head to rise as the fork turned to either side, so
it didn't, unless the wallah wanted it to. The first
wallah to test it increased his gross daily earnings by
35% right away. He said, too, that he felt better and
slept better at the end of a day; he had less pain.
We had managed to decrease the resistances.
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ported by private donations matched by the Canadian
International Development Agency.
Its address is:
Inter Pares, 58 Arthur, Ottawa, Canada KR 7B9

Edward T. Hall, an American anthropologist, wrote
"The Silent Language" about cross-cultural communication, different cultures' concepts and use of time,
space, and gesture. I didn't read the book before
going to Bangladesh. I should have. The title alone
shows that learning the local spoken language is only
part of the job of understanding and being understood
by people of a very different culture. The pressure of
Inter Pares, a Canadian-based international
much to do, little time, and much to learn made my
development service, sent me to Bangladesh. It gave me
eight months very hard. It's a tough place. I learned
a chance to reduce resistance. It is working to ina lot. We can be useful to poor people in the world if
crease power, too. The new rickshaws are being built
we get over proposing technofixes from a comfortable
by two different co-operative workshops. Canada is
distance. The nations of the third world suffer
providing starting-up money for plant, materials, and
greatly from the present rules of trade with the inlabor. The finished vehicles are sold only to the
dustrialized countries. They sell raw materials and
people who will actually drive them. They are sold on
labor too cheap, buy manufactures for too much, and are
a hire-purchase plan with payments comparable to typihobbled by debt. If we want really to help, it looks
cal rents, at only one to a customer right now. That
as though we'll have to study, understand, and support
way a wallah doesn't pay for one and get another while
the new international economic order" that third-world
he exploits another man in renting out the first. When
countries have repeatedly called for.
the rickshaw is paid for, the wallah can keep all his
earnings, rather than forking over a big share to a
malik. There's more money left for the family to live
Fred Willkie, 204 LeBreton St. N, OTTAWA KR 71,
on. Inter Pares is a good, thoughtful outfit, supCANADA.

International Conference On
Appropriate Transportation
This will be held in conjunction with the
International Bicycle Show and in collaboration with
the IHPVA, on Friday - Sunday February 6-8, 1987 in
New York City. (Some of our valiant volunteers will
be putting on an IHPVA booth). The conference fee is
$25.00, or $35.00 including two breakfasts and
lunches. It's nominally too late to book rooms at the
Sloan Y, but it might be worth trying. Send checks
payable to ICAT to 49 East Houston Street, NY NY
10012. Phone 212 925 8505.

Transcanada Pedicab
The small-ad sounded like an unusual commercial
offshoot of Fred Willkie's work in Bangladesh. But it
turned out to be a very straightforward Vancouver company (52 East Cordova Street) whose products were
everywhere in evidence at EXPO-86. What impressed me
about the material sent was the thoroughness in guiding people who might want to set up a pedicab operation, from making a feasibility survey, to covering
insurance and applying to the city for an operating
license. The basic Pedicab price is under $2000 (US)
with several options including an AM-FM tape cassette
with speakers. (If this has an "off" knob within
reach of the passengers it would score high over taxis
with me). We wish TCP good fortune.

The Cornell Bicycle Project
Jim Papadopoulos, recent PhD graduate from MIT,
and Andy Ruina, Brown PhD and on the applied mechanics
faculty at Cornell since 1980, have launched a
bicycle-research project there. They have an impressive agenda of research on topics that may be specific
to bicycles (including recumbents) but impact on HPVs
generally. Their aim is to attract low-level sponsorship from a large number of companies. In effect,
they want to accomplish privately what organizations
like the Electric Power Research Institute do
publicly: to spread the costs of high-quality concentrated research around so large a number of users
that the added costs to the users are imperceptible.
The bicycle industry needs this kind of research
support. We wish them an enthusiastic response from
industry and from the public.

Bike Tech, Winter 1986
Frank Berto, master evaluator of bicycle systems
such as gears, wrote an insightful article on the 1986
IHPVA championships in which he examined the details
of many of the high-speed machines and extracted
general rules for success, in addition to comments on
particular machines. I recommend his piece. Peter
Van Handel writes on new methods of training in the
first of a series, and David Sanderson discusses the
biomechanics of pedalling. Technical editor Bob Flower
looks at the US patent system and gives novices some
guidelines.
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HUMAN POWER GENERATION

By Steven R. Bussolari
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The design configuration of a powered aircraft, from heavy-lift transport to supersonic
fighter, is strongly influenced by the characteristics of its propulsion system. The technological challenge of the Daedalus flight is a
direct result of the use of the human pilot as
the aircraft powerplant. The aeronautical engineer, who is unable to significantly alter the
design of the human engine, is faced with the
problem of optimizing the airframe to effectively match the capacity of the human pilot as
the source of mechanical power as well as manual
controller and decision-maker. In order to perform this optimization, it is necessary to formulate engineering models for human performance
that may be combined with similar models for the
aircraft. The resulting pilot/aircraft combination is then subject to analysis by formal engineering methods.

Early human-powered aircraft (HPA) required
a relatively high power output from the pilot
for flights of a few minutes' duration. As the
aircraft technology advanced, the power required
of the human pilot in order to sustain flight
was reduced. This resulted in a significant
increase in flight duration and distance, eventually leading to the flight of the Gossamer
Albatross (2 hours 49 min/37km, 23 statute
miles). Continued progress in the technology of
human-powered fl%ght has brought forth the fundamental question that faces the designer of the
next-generation HPA: what are the limits of
human capacity for long-duration power generation and how do those limits affect HPA duration and range?
The production of mechanical power by humans
has long been the subject of study by a considerable number of investigators. An exhaustive
review of these investigations is beyond the
scope of this report. In lieu of such a review,
a general summary of human-power measurements as
reported in the literature has been compiled and
is presented in figure 1. The power produced by
human subjects is plotted against the length of
time during which that power was produced. The
methods employed in the investigations summarized in figure 1 vary widely as do the results.
It is important, however, to note that the
measurements of human-power limitations are
extremely difficult to perform, simply because
each measurement must be carried out until the
test subject is exhausted. The physiological
preparation and psychological motivation of the
test subject become important experimental
variables that are difficult to control in a
repeatable fashion. A further limitation of the
reviewed literature was the fact that important
parameters, including test-subject body weight,
level of training, and details of the measurement techniques are not uniformly reported. The
result is that limits of human endurance as
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FIG. 1 Human Power Output as measured
in Previous Studies. (adapted from Whitt
& Wilson, ref. 4.)
expressed in figure 1, while useful for establishing rough bounds on the problem, are of
little help in establishing the engineering
feasibility of the Daedalus flight.
The research described here was performed to
formulate preliminary answers to the following
questions.
1) What are the physiological mechanisms
that limit the duration of human power production?
2) What power level (per unit of body
weight) can be expected from a human pilot given
a certain level of athletic ability and endurance training?
3) What countermeasures are available to
ensure that physiological limits are not encountered during the Daedalus flight?
4) How large is the population pool from
which appropriate pilots may be selected?
BACKGROUND
In order to move an object over a given distance, energy must be generated and converted to
mechanical work. An automobile, for instance,
requires the delivery of fuel and oxygen to the
cylinders, in which energy is released by combustion. Similarly, a human requires the
release of chemically bound energy to provide
for both the contraction and relaxation processes in skeletal muscle. Energy is released to
CO,
HEAT
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FIG. 2 Coupling between pulmonary,
cardiovascular and muscular systems.
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the muscle cells by the hydrolysis of specific
high-energy compounds, adenosine triphosphate
and creatine phosphate. Since skeletal muscle
stores these compounds in very small quantities,
capable of supporting activity for a few seconds
at best, continuous activity can be sustained
only by providing sufficient delivery of oxygen
and fuel to the muscle from elsewhere. The complete oxidation of the available fuel provides
for the resynthesis of the high-energy compounds, making them available for hydrolysis and
release of energy. An adequate delivery of oxygen and fuel ensures that adenosine diphosphate
is re-energized to adenosine triphosphate at a
rate equivalent to the hydrolysis rate.
Oxygen and fuel are delivered to muscle by
an integrated organ-system response that is
mediated by reflexes sensitive to the energy
requirement. The body's fuels are stored in
relatively large quantities in different sites.
Most of the stored energy is in the form of triglycerides, or fats, located in adipocytes (specialized fat-storage cells). An average-sized
person carries 100,000 kcal (420 ms) of potential energy in adipose tissue (it takes only 100
kcal (420 kJ) to run one mile). The rest of the
stored energy is in the form of glycogen; around
1500 kcal (6 MJ) of potential energy in this
form is stored in the liver and skeletal muscle.
Despite the tremendous supply of fuel stored in
these depots, they require mobilization and
transfer by nervous and endocrine reflexes in
order to be available for oxidation.
Although there is an abundant store of fuel
in the body, the body's oxygen store is on the
order of only one liter, a volume that can support moderate exercise for 30 seconds at best.
Thus oxygen must be continuously transported
from the ambient air to the muscle mitochondria
in which the oxidative machinery exists in order
to provide for the oxidation of fuels and the
continuous release of energy. This is accomplished by increasing the rate of pulmonary ventilation to maintain a high oxygen tension in
the lungs, ensuring optimal transfer of oxygen
from air to blood, and by increasing cardiac
output, ensuring a sufficiently high flow of
oxygenated blood to the muscles. The integrated
organ-system response to the elevated energy
requirement in muscle during physical activity
involves the close coupling of the pulmonary and
cardiovascular oxygen-delivery systems to the
oxygen-acceptor systems in muscle (figure 2).
Potential factors that can limit the regeneration of energy, and therefore the ability to
maintain power output, can be deduced from the
energy-production equation:
CARBOHYDRATE + FAT + 0
O>ENERGY
+ CO2
2
+ HEAT + WATER
During activity up to 1.5 - 2.5 hours, fuel
delivery is generally not a limiting factor.
Oxygen delivery can be limiting if the energy
demand from muscle exceeds the body's ability to
deliver oxygen via, primarily, the cardiovascular system (the pulmonary system in healthy
people exercising at sea level, for instance, is
rarely limiting). Since anaerobic sources of
energy production are inefficient in humans, and
since they carry with them the penalty of
decreasing the pH of muscle and thereby rendering

it even less able to metabolize fuels aerobically, these need not be considered further.
Finally, the build-up of the heat produced as a
by-product of metabolic activity can be limiting
if the body is unable to dissipate this heat at
its rate of production (the rate of heat production during moderate exercise is 600-1000 watt,
sufficient to raise the body-core temperature 1
degree Celsius every 5-8 minutes if no increase
in the rate of heat dissipation occurs).
APPROACH
In order to predict the maximum power output
we would expect from a pilot during a flight of
at least four hours' duration, we needed to
determine experimentally whether humans reached
their limits in the oxygen, fuel or heattransport systems at a sufficiently high power
output on a cycle ergometer.
The maximum oxygen uptake (VO ) of any
individual is an objective index f that person's functional capacity to generate power. In
elite endurance athletes the maximum oxygen
uptake may be as high as 70 to 80 ml 0 per min
per kg of body weight. Assuming a 20-pircent
efficiency, we might expect a maximum output of
mechanical work to be on the order of 4.5 W per
kg of body weight from such an individual. Middle-aged, healthy adults average around 35 to 40
ml 02 per min per kg and are able to increase
this maximum by up to 20 percent within three
months of beginning a moderately serious program
of physical conditioning.
Increasing one's maximum aerobic power
(VO -max) provides obvious practical benefits.
It llows a given work output, requireing a
given rate of energy 2 release in muscle ( and
therefore a given VO ), to occur with relatively
less reliance on anaerobic process. This minimizes the production of the anaerobic metabolites, particularly excess lactic acid and
hydrogen ion (H+). When the VO is less than 50
percent of V02 -max, the net energy release in
active muscle is essentially an aerobic. Above
60 percent VO max in the average person, there
is an increasingly greater reliance on anaerobic
processes for the release of energy, with the
consequent production of the anaerobic metabolites. Unless the body can adequately buffer the
excess H+ in such conditions, exercise will
eventually be limited by the developing acidosis
in muscle. We expected that highly fit athletes, who have induced adaptations to physical
activity in both the oxygen-delivery and oxygenacceptance systems, would provide nearly all of
the energy release in muscle aerobically at 70
percent of VO -max. In such conditions there
should be no isturbances in the blood (or
muscle) acid-base balance, and oxygen delivery
to muscle should not be a limiting factor to
prolonged exercise. Such athletes should be able
to perform continuously until fuel availability
or body temperature (or body-fluid balance,
which will affect temperature) limit further
activity.
Our experimental plan was formulated as follows. The object of the feasibility study was
simply to determine whether athletes could produce a high power output continuously for four
hours, and to follow certain physiological varicontinued on page 10
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ables that indicate oxygen and fuel availability
to muscle throughout the test. By providing
water ad libitum and controlling the environmental temperature, we expected to minimize the
adverse effects of progressive dehydration and
excessive hypothermia during the test. Prior to
testing, however, we needed to recruit athletes
who had a high VO max and were motivated to
participate in such a feasibility study.
We recruited volunteers by announcement
through the news media. Recruitment was informal. We interviewed a number of potential
volunteers by telephone and selected five for
further study. These included a female national
class field-hockey player, a male amateur
triathelete, a female amateur tri-athelete, a
male national-class wrestler, and a male national-class bicyclist. We planned to perform VO max tests on each of these volunteers in ordeX
to determine their maximum power outputs and
their power outputs at 70-percent VO max. This
latter determination would be an essintial
design criterion for the aircraft. We planned to
then select one or more of these volunteers for
the long-duration (four-hour) test.
INITIAL SCREENING (VO2 -max) TESTS
Determination of maximum aerobic power is a
standard procedure for a human-physiology laboratory. We brought the five volunteers to the
John B. Pierce Foundation Laboratory at Yale on
a Saturday morning. After a brief orientation,
we proceeded2 to test each of them in order to
determine VO -max.
VO -max was estimated from an incremental
test (alke and Ware).
Volunteers exercised
using a cycle ergometer in the semi-recumbent
position, with the legs nearly horizontal to the
ground. VO was determined continuously by the
open-circui method, according to the following
technique. The subject breathed room air via a
one-way valve. The mass flow rate of expired
air was measured by a dry gas meter and the
fractional concentrations of oxygen and carbon
dioxide (fo and fCO ) in the expired air were
determined ontinuougly by electronic analyzers.
VO was calculated from fo
fCO and the
volume rate of pulmonary vntilaton and corrected to standard pressure, temperature and
humidity.
The protocol used involved a brief, 5-min
warm-up at an exercise intensity around 50-percent V 2 max. Following a 5-min recovery
period, the subject began the incremental test.
The power requirement of pedaling the cycle
ergometer at 60 rpm was adjusted to around 60
percent VO -max by adjusting the tension of the
belt aroung the flywheel. At 2-min intervals
the power requirement was increased by around 30
W. The subject maintained pedalling frequency
until he or she could no longer do so, despite
the encouragement offered by the investigators.
The objective criteria for VO lmax included: 1)
a VCO/VO2 ratio of greater tan 1.1 (indicating
exces ive hyperventilation) and 2) no increase
in VO despite an increase in power requirement
(leveling off). The V02 -vs-power-output data
are shown in figure 3.
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FIG. 3 Measured Oxygen uptake (VO2 ) vs.
power delivered during V0 2 -max tests.
Table 1 shows the salient features of the
initial screening tests. Four of the five
volunteers had VO -max values in the range of
elite athletes.
e selected the top two of
these athletes, based upon their maximum power
outputs, to return for the four-hour tests.
Computed power output at 70 percent of maximum
for these two people was around 3 W/kg. This
value was transmitted to the aircraft design
engineers who determined that this power level
would result in a flight duration of 4 to 5
hours.
LONG-DURATION TESTS
The two selected individuals, RS and LM,
were invited to volunteer for an experiment in
which they would be expected to exercise on the
cycle ergometer continuously at a power output
of 70 percent of their maximum for four hours.
This was to be a simulation of the Daedalus
flight, with the proviso that we would optimize
environmental conditions and allow them food and
water ad libitum. We also wished to measure
their metabolic status throughout the four hours
by taking blood and expired-air samples at
frequent intervals. Both accepted and agreed to
come to New Haven in late January for tests. RS
was scheduled to begin the test at 8:00 am and
LM at 1:00 pm.

Upon arrival in the laboratory, each had the
EKG electrodes attached and had a catheter
inserted in an antecubital vein in the left arm.
Each was instructed to maintain cadence in synchrony with a metronome in order to maintain
power output. Each had VO measured at intervals throughout. Blood sa4ples were drawn at
intervals for measurement of the following: glucose concentration, to assess the body's fuel
status; lactate concentration, to assess the
relative anaerobiosis and acid-base status;
osmolality, to assess the body-fluid status; and
the change in plasma volume from hemoglobin and
hematocrit measurements, also to assess the body
fluid status. Measurements of fluid intake were
also recorded.
continued on page 11
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Eagle Makes Historic Flight in Mojave Desert
EDITOR"S NOTE: As the Winter
1986 - '87 issue of Human Power
went to press the human powered
aircraftEagle was making headlines with record-settingflights. Radio, television and print media in
the U.S.A. gave excellent coverage,
providing yet another boost to human powered activities. Due to the
timing, we felt it important to prepare a story on the event. ("'We," includes David Gordon Wilson, Lynn
Tobias, Marti Daily and Tom Healy.)
Following is a report on the Eagle
flight compiled from articles in the
Los Angeles Times, the Boston
Globe. USA Today and a National
Public Radio interview with John

Langford.
EDWARDS
AIR
FORCE
BASE, Calif. - It has been nearly
eight years since Bryan Allen pedaled 22 miles across the English
Channel and into aviation history.
On January 22 and 23, another
chapter of aviation history was
written as a financial analyst from
Belmont, Massachusetts, and a
medical student at the University of
Connecticut set records for humanpowered flight.
On a secured area of the Base,
Lois McCallin, 29, an amateur triathlete, kept the Michelob Light Eagle aloft for 37 minutes and 38 seconds in a 10-mile triangular course,
establishing three world records for
human powered flight. "I was close
to the limit," she told a Boston
Globe reporter. "It was really tough
at the end...It became more of a
mental challenge to keep the plane
level and keep pedaling." The

records included the overall closedcourse distance record and closedcourse distance by a woman. There
was no previous record in each of
these categories which were established by the Paris-based Federation Aeronautique Internationale.
The following day, Glenn
Tremml, 26, pedaled the 92-pound
aircraft 37.2 miles in 2 hours, 13
minutes and 14 seconds - an average of 16 miles per hour.
While weather conditions were
excellent, Tremml faced other problems. A malfunction in the drinking
system left him dehydrated at the
end of the flight. He also had difficulty keeping his speciallydesigned shoes on the craft's
pedals. Three times during the flight
he pedaled with one leg while attempting to fit his other foot onto
the pedal. When his foot slipped off
the pedal for the fourth and final
time, the plane touched the ground.
The Eagle carried 4.4 pounds of
water to replace fluid lost through
perspiration. Due to malfunction he
received only about 1.5 cups total. "I
finally gave up because when I was
playing around with the water system too much, I wasn't paying
enough attention to my flying," he
said. "It was very frustrating. By the
third lap, I was beginning to get
thirsty," Tremml told the Los Angeles Times. "I was very pleased I
could go as far as I did without water, but that's not what you want to
do." He lost three pounds during the
flight.
Another problem occurred mid-

way through the flight when perspiration began to condense on the inside of the cockpit. By the fourth lap,
Trammel could barely see to make
the turns.
The Daedalus team came here
with the purpose of gathering further engineering data on the Eagle
and they were successful. After the
flight, the Eagle weighed four
pounds heavier than expected and
had a wingspan of 114 feet, two
more than expected. John S. Langford, project director, said the extra
weight was due to radio equipment
and new wing tips which proved
heavier than anticipated. The extra
width came from foam tips on the
wings that had not been included in
calculations.
Both Langford and Steven Bussolari, flight director for the project,
are optimistic that the planned
flight from the island of Crete to
mainland Greece will be successful.
"My bet is that we can definitely
make a flight from Crete to the
mainland," Bussolari said. That
flight is planned for this summer or
the spring of 1988.
The Daedalus team planned to
spend a week at the Base, located in
the Mojave Desert, to perform additional tests, including aeronautic
and physiological experiments and
tests of a new autopilot system designed to use fiber optics, electric
motors and computer chips to leave
the pilot free to concentrate on pedaling.

Lynn Tobias, IHPVA vicepresident of air, sent clippings
on the subject of human powered aircraft.

VERTIFLITE, a publication of
the American Helicopter society, featured a progress report on the efforts of Cal
Poly students to design a human powered helicopter to
win the Igor Sikorsky Human
Powered
Helicopter
Competition prize.
The current prize for the six
year-old contest is $20,000
(US) to be awarded to the
team or individual who flies
a human powered machine
in a hover for one minute as
well as flies a 10-meter
square course at an altitude
of at least three meters.
Cal Poly students are currently working on the third
generation prototype of the
"Da Vinci" machine, which
features 50 foot radius rotors
driven by three foot radius
propellers at the tips. Optimum rotor speed for flight is
thought to be six to seven
RPM. Other highlights include:
* The
total
aircraft
wight was estimated to
be
300
pounds
(including
pilot.)
* The torqueless drive
system is made of tip
propellers rotated by a
one-way
drive
consisting
of
thread
wound
around the prop shaft
and winched in by the
pilot.
* Power
requirements
for a 10-foot
hover is
.86125 hp and for a four
foot hover .5267 hp.
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Meanwhile, an engineer for
a Santa Ana, California plastics firm is working on his
own human powered helicopter design for the competition. Michael Brace says
he's gotten his helicopter to
"hop" but he's working on a
new transmission to see if he
can get his idea off the
ground. "I want to show it
can be done," Brace told the
Los Angeles Times. "My goal
is to have this machine wind
up in the Smithsonian as one
of the first of its kind."
Brace has received assistance from his firm which
has donated most the material used on his design, including the 14 foot blades. So far
the helicopter has cost the
company $100,000. His machine currently weighs 65
pounds and carries a pilot
weighing up to 150.
Rules
and
information
regarding the
competition are available from:
AHS. 217 N. Washington
St.. Alexandria, VA USA
22314,
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Articles of interest to our
members include the following:
"A Short History of Human Powered Vehicles,"
by David Gordon Wilson,
American Scientist, JulyAugust 1986. Human
Power editor and past
IHPVA president Dave
Wilson gives an informative overview of where

we've been and where
we're heading in the
realm of human power.
"Human powered Watercraft," by Alec Brooks,
Allan Abbott and David
Gordon Wilson, " Scientific American, December,
1986. Overview of this
fascinating design field
by the current vicepresident, Water and two
past presidents of the
IHPVA.
"Games," Omni Magazine,
January, 1987. Humanpowered vehicle overview including GoldRush's record run and
Flying Fish II's feats.
"88-pound pedal plane,"
Popular Science, Feb.
1987. Outlines design and
reports on test flights of
the Michelob Light Eagle.
IF YOU HAVEN'T DONE
SO ALREADY, PLEASE
RENEW YOUR
MEMBERSHIP IN THE
IHPVA. CHECK THE
MAILING LABEL ON
THIS ISSUE OF HUMAN
POWER AND SEE WHEN
THE EXPIRATION DATE
IS. REMEMBER, YOU
CAN ONLY KEEP UP
WITH THE LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS IN
HUMAN POWER IF YOU
ARE A MEMBER. SO
RENEW TODAY!
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continued from page 10
Throughout each experiment the room temperature was adjusted to maintain the subject's comfort. A fan was directed onto the subject's
upper body to optimize evaporative cooling and
prevent excessive heat storage. Subjects were
encouraged to drink water and eat during the
bout.
Although both subjects found the test
demanding during the first two hours, neither
had great difficulty in maintaining cadence.
Heart rates during the first two hours averaged
between 150 and 160 beats per min for both and
V02 values were comparable and steady, between
40 and 43 ml 02 per min per kg body weight (figure 4). Power output was maintained at a steady
3 W/kg.
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After two hours RS found the going increasingly difficult and was forced to stop at 3.5
hours, complaining of soreness and cramping in
his legs. His blood osmolality had begun to
climb at 2 hours, reaching 295 m)sm per kg
plasma water by 3.5 hours (figure 5), indicating
progressive dehydration. His heart rate also
began to climb at 2 hours, reaching 180 beats
per min at 3.5 hours. Both of these changes
suggest an inability to maintain an appropriate
distribution of blood flow to muscle and skin.
The fact that blood lactate was not elevated
implies adequate muscle blood flow. We were not
able to measure body core temperature at the end
of exercise.
LM, on the other hand, was able to complete
the four hours easily, and could have, by her
own assessment, continued for another 1/2 to 1
hour. Her physiological picture supports this
claim (figures 4 and 5). She maintained a
steady state in all variables throughout the
bout. Of particular interest is that her blood
osmolality was maintained, implying adequate
replacement of fluid lost during the four hours.
Her cumulative fluid intake was around 3000 ml,
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nearly three times that of RS. Her heart rate
never climbed above 160 beats per min, implying
a steady cardiac filling and no pooling of blood
in the periphery.
From the physiological measurements we are
able to draw several conclusions. Fuel delivery
to muscle was apparently sufficient to sustain
activity, based upon the steady concentration of
blood glucose in both volunteers. Although we
did not measure muscle glycogen, we might have
expected blood glucose to decline somewhat if
muscle stores were fully depleted. Nonetheless,
glycogen loading prior to the long-duration test
should be important to ensure adequate muscle
stores. LM employed a glycogen loading regime
prior to the test; RS did not. It will be important for the Daedalus pilot to do so.
The fact that blood-lactate concentration
was not elevated in either subject throughout
supports the notion that 70 percent VO -max can
be sustained aerobically for extended eriods by
endurance athletes.
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One likely reason for the difference in performance between our two volunteers was the difference in body-fluid status. LM drank freely
throughout, maintaining her blood osmolality,
while RS drank much less and shared a progressive rise in blood osmolality after 2 hours,
indicating progressive dehydration. When water
is lost from the body and not replaced, it must
be drawn from all the body compartments. Dramatic changes in intracellular water content
will have effects upon salute concentration and
cellular function. Clearly, such an event must
be avoided to ensure optimal performance.
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We conclude that a well-trained endurance
athlete can exercise at 70-percent VO2 -max for
four hours in optimal conditions. It appears
from this preliminary study that fluid replacement will be an extremely important factor to
continued on page 12
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continued from page 11

CONCLUSIONS
Based upon the work described above, several
conclusions may be drawn concerning the feasibility of the Daedalus flight in terms of the
capabilities of the human pilot. These conclusions are presented in the following paragraphs
in answer to the fundamental questions posed in
the introduction.
1) The physiological mechanisms that appear
to limit the production of mechanical work by
humans are related to the storage, transport,
and metabolism of fuel and oxygen and the rejection of waste products and heat. Endurancetrained athletes have optimized these mechanisms
to maintain key physiological variables in a
stable state during exercise at relatively high
power output (approximately 70% of maximum oxygen uptake) for long periods of time (several
hours). The limits of endurance are characterized by departures from this steady state that
result in the breakdown of transport and metabolic processes, with subsequent reduction of
power output.
2) We have demonstrated that an endurancetrained athlete exercising on a recumbent cycle
ergometer is capable of producing power at 70%
of maximum oxygen uptake (corresponding, in this
case, to a specific power of 3 watts/kg body
weight) for a period of 4 hours. These values
of power and duration correspond to the requirements for the Daedalus flight.
3) There are training and environmental
countermeasures available to ensure that physiological limits are not encountered during the
Daedalus flight. Endurance training conducted in
conditions similar to those anticipated in
flight will aid in the adaptation necessary to
provide a robust equilibrium of the physiological mechanisms discussed above. In addition,
control of the cockpit environment as well as
the intake of water and food will decrease the
load on these mechanisms.
4) The population pool from which qualified
athletes may be selected appears to be sufficiently large to ensure success in locating
appropriate pilots. The specificity of musclegroup training by endurance cyclists make this
group a likely source of pilots given the proposed use of pedaling motion to produce power in
the Daedalus aircraft. This was borne out in
our feasibility study, in which the two subjects
selected for the long-duration ergometer test
were endurance cyclists. Regional-or Nationalclass cyclists appear to have the level of fitness and training necessary to prepare for the
Daedalus flight. Previous experience in piloting aircraft would be desirable but would not erni
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FUTURE WORK

ensure the maintenance of the physiological
steady state. Further, given optimal conditions, neither fuel transport nor oxygen transport to muscle should directly limit performance
in this range.
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The human-factors study described above was
designed to provide information leading to an
assessment of the feasibility of the Daedalus
flight. This section outlines the follow-on
research necessary during the building, testing,
and flight-operation activities.
The selection of one or more pilots to participate in the construction and flight-test
portion of the project should take place as
early as practical in those activities. This
will ensure adequate time for physiological and
flight-skills training as well as establishing a
comfortable working relationship with all members of the Daedalus team.
In parallel with the pilot-selection activities, the investigation of aircraft human factors should continue with ergometer testing
under environmental conditions similar to those
to be encountered in flight. In particular, the
temperature, humidity, and airflow within the
cockpit will have a significant effect on the
production of power by the pilot and his/her
requirements for food and water in flight.
These ergometer tests will be used to fix physical aircraft parameters such as air-vent size
and capacity of Dilot water reservoir. Physiological measurements taken during the flight
testing will validate predictions made during
the ergometer tests.
The results of Phase II will be incorporated
into a generalized pilot-training program for
the Phase III activities leading to the flight
operations in the Aegean. This program will
include elements of physiological and flight
training as well as pilot scheduling to account
for the tapering of training and diet modification in the days preceding the long-duration
flights.
REFERENCES
1. Drela, M., and Langford, J.S., "HumanPowered Flight", Scientific American, November
1985.
2. Nadel, E.R., "Physiological Adaptations
to Aerobic Training", American Scientist,
July-August, 1985.
3. Balke, D. and R. W. Ware, Experimental
Studies of Physical Fitness of Air-Force Personnel, U.S. Armed Forces Medical Journal, vol. 10,
pp. 675-688, 1959.
4. Whitt, F. R., and Wilson, D. G. Bicycling Science, Second Edition, MIT Press, 1982.
Steven R. Bussolari
MIT Room 37-219
Cambridge, MA 02139, USA
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A fifty-knot sailboat. The resemblance
to a modern airplane is not accidental,
because better aerodynamic efficiency
was a primary design consideration. The
Rotating Circular Linked Foil (patent
pending) can be entirely controlled from
the cockpit and could include a computeractivated system for automatically
adjusting foil angle to create maximum
efficiency for a given wind velocity or
angle. The hydrofoil wing blades may
be hydraulically adjusted to increase
or reduce lift.
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The major point he makes about "conventional"
sailing, that it is in the hands of people bound by
rules and traditions that stifle innovation, while all
the action in sailing is in sailboards and multihulls,
both outside the "establishment" - "T-shirts versus
stuffed shirts", has a message for us. We must keep
encouraging innovation and simplifying rules.
I'm an admirer of Garry Hoyt. He makes me simultaneously feel useless and hopeful. Useless because I
teach design engineering, and he has more design
capability than almost anyone I know, yet has no engineering degree. And hopeful, because although he
has sailed all his life (very successfully) he worked
in advertising until he was 50. Then he exploded into
creativity, founding Freedom Yachts and setting the
sailing world on its ear. Maybe I'll find something
I'm really good at yet.
This is an exciting book of superb ideas.

Sea Test of the Mallard
Ready About!
A new book by Garry Hoyt, published by
International Marine, Camden, ME, $14.95 hardcover;
reviewed by Dave Wilson
This is a book principally about sailing. Then
why, you will be asking, is it being reviewed in HP?
For three reasons. The first is that Garry Hoyt has
designed and produced two human-powered boats, the
Waterbug and the Mallard (see below), that appear occasionally in this book. The second is that there is
a strong analogy between the revolution he is trying
to foment in the sailing world and our efforts in the
HPV world (a term meant to include rowing and
bicycling). The third is that he is a free thinker,
and his approach to every problem is to state the fundamentals and to start looking at all possible solutions, however radical. One could read this book,
which is written in an engagingly direct style, just
to soak up his design philosophy. But we in the HPV
world could also learn from his four-point agenda.

On a bright, blustery Sunday in early October,
Anne Wilson and I drove to Newport RI to test-ride the
Mallard,
Garry
Hoyt's
latest
pedal-drive
screw-propelled HPB. He took us down to the harbor,
where his boat was tied to a jetty, heaving in the
choppy sea. With the minimum of instruction and virtually no cautions he let us go. (The only real caution was with regard to the steering. Some joy-riders
had stolen the boat one night previously and apparently had heaved at the steering levers on each
gunwale in the belief that they helped drive the
screw, bending the linkage and making the action a
little less smooth than it had been).
There are several versions of the Mallard, varying in seating capacity and in degree of enclosure.
This one had tandem seating, and a short windshield
forward. The windshield sent the spray over the
operator, in front, but in a cross sea Anne was not
fully protected. Compared with trying the same trip
in a dinghy, however, the degree of protection was
high.

We headed a mile or so out into the harbor,
circled a large Bulgarian cruise ship to give the
people aboard a chuckle at the antics of these crazy
capitalists, and returned. The sea and the wind were
His first has its counterpart in the
coming at our starboard quarter on the way out, and on
practical-HPV contest: set a $100,000 prize for a
the return we were almost keeping up with a sea that
sailboat that can be sailed over a triangular course
after no more than one hour of instruction. (Sailing was coming diagonally from our left rear. Fishing and
high-speed power boats saw no need to slow down or
most boats is forbiddingly complicated).
divert around us as they would (I hope) if we had been
rowing. Anne is not British, and therefore was not
The second is like the Du Pont prize: set up a
brought up to believe that any relaxation of a stiff
one-million-dollar prize for the first sailboat to
upper lip in the face of certain death would result in
break the 40-knot barrier (and then offer another
humiliation before Queen and country. She was, not to
prize for 45 and then for 50 knots). (If this seems
put too fine a point on it, scared at the seemingly
like a lot of money, he points out that at least
mountainous seas, the towering ships and the high
$60-million has been spent by the US twelve-meter
wind. But the Mallard took all in its stride, chugsyndicates this year, to race boats that go at eight
ging up one side of a wave and down the other, refusknots).
ing to be put off by wake or weather. It was great
His third point has a message for us: "de-macho" fun.
the sport; make it appeal to women.
It is not, of course, a high-speed boat, except
in relation to a dinghy being rowed in similar seas.
And the last could have direct application:
develop sailing resorts, to popularize sailing in the When a displacement boat hits its high-resistance or
"hull" speed, which is a function almost solely of
way that ski resorts have taken skiing out of the
length, only an enormous increase in power will get
realm of the exclusive rich.
the vessel to exceed this speed, probably in a planing
mode. Hull speed for the Mallard is between five and
An HPV resort with tracks and trails and a lake
and a wide variety of streamliners, practical HPVs and six mph, about 2.5 m/s, and it takes very little efoff-road machines, and at least one HP blimp, could be fort to keep it moving along at near that speed
through wave and wind. The combination of a well
an exciting development in itself and for our sport.
continued on page 15
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The design of the helical springs involved
many variables and some arbitrary decisions.
As may be seen on figure 3, the side plates
rotate with respect to the hub of the driver as
the arms are rotated inward in response to
incceasing belt torque over an angle of about
110 (or 1.9 radians) winding up the springs as
they do so. As finally designed, the springs
have a rate of 15.8 pounds (70.3N) force (measured on a pedal) per radian. The author
assumed (and later found to be reasonable) that
the spring preload should be 30 lbf. (about
135N) on the pedal and that twice this force or
60 lbf. (about 270N) should produce the lowest
gear. A more athletic rider might set a higher
preload while a much lighter youth might prefer
a lower one. As mentioned previously, the initial preload is easily set by the rider to
his/her preference, but the spring rate determines the pedal force to reach low gear.
One other feature shown on figure 3 should
be mentioned. The "driven" pulley, while
requiring no springs to extend its arms, does
in fact have "springs" that come into play only
when the arms are fully extended. These are
the bent bars shown inserted in the hub and
labeled "overload springs". Four of the eight
guide pins in the heads of the arms extend
beyond the side plates so that when the arms
are fully extended, they come into contact with
the overload springs. When this happens, the
torque is transmitted directly through these
springs from the arm heads to the hub and
thence to the drive sprocket and rear wheel.
This is done to protect the curved beams of the
arms from breaking or from being broken by
the belt. When the drive pulley arms are
nested, the belt becomes inextensible and when
the driven pulley arms are extended they have a
large mechanical advantage between tangential
belt force and the radial force on the arms.
The frame structure of the prototype is
made from 3/8-inch (10 mm) aluminum in the form
of a triangle (see Fig. 1). Two fixed shafts
are cantilevered to support the pulleys which
rotate on needle bearings. The triangular frame
is split so that the center distance between
the pulley can be adjusted. The frame is
slotted so that it can mount easily around the
rear axle and is held on by the axle nut. The
slot permits adjustment of the drive-chain tension. A light stabilizer bar from the bike
frame prevents rotation of the unit around the
axle. The main chain from the chain wheel is
increased in length so that it passes around
the original 5-gear hub from which all but one
gear have been removed and replaced with a
spacer. This arrangement has the advantage
that the very large force reaction to the chain
force passes close to the rear axle. Installation is relatively easy and should be
accomplished on most any bicycle within an hour
or so.

THE RIDE-A-MATIC AND SOME OTHER DRIVES
Variable-speed-ratio drives require moment
arms that can change their lengths. In a
rotating device this means that the effective
diameter for all or part of a cycle can be
increased or decreased. In lever system drives
such as the Alenax "Transbar Power System" the
actual arms of the drive levers can be adjusted
by the rider. Having no experience with lever
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drives, the author will confine his remarks to
rotating drives that can change their effective
diameter.
A variable-diameter mechanism has two
important aspects. The first has to do with
the structural elements that change the diameter and the second concerns how the desired
diameter is selected or controlled. Almost all
of the variable-speed-ratio drives known to the
author including those shown in reference 1,
pp. 290-293 (Whitt's Expanding Oval, Tokheim
Speedisc, Hagen All-Speed Variable Diameter
Chainwheel and the Octo Split-Sprocket Drive)
are not automatic but rather seem to require
some sort of controlling action by the rider.
Even Excel's 16-speed Cambiogear requires the
operator to select the gear.
A truly automatic drive should require no
attention from the rider. An interesting question arises at this point, viz., to what variable or combination of variables should an
automatic transmission respond? Should speed
ratio be a function of say pedal cadence or
pedal torque or both? The author gave up trying to find a simple mechanism to respond to
speed and settled on pedal torque as the independent variable to which speed ratio would be
related. Physically this seems reasonable as
the ordinary rider usually pushes harder going
up hills when lower gears are desirable than
riding on the level. But this decision also
imposes some constraints that may not be desirable - these will be discussed later.
The only bicycle drive that is automatic
known to the author, other than his own, is the
DEAL DRIVE. Only some advertisements and one
magazine article were available to the author.
It appears that the DEAL DRIVE is an automatic
transmission that adjusts its diameter as a
function of pedal torque. Being a chain drive,
it could not be continuously variable, and
apparently has eight detent positions that
operate alternately to provide sixteen distinct
speed ratios. Friction band brakes tend to hold
the drive in a selected ratio. Apparently,
upward shifts are relatively automatic while
downward shifts require relaxation of pedal
pressure to unlock the system and allow it to
expand.
In comparison, the RIDE-A-MATIC is truly
continuously variable. It operates smoothly
and quickly but, interestingly, does incorporate sufficient internal friction to produce
some hysteresis. The author believes this to
be of considerable advantage since the drive
does not respond to the cyclic changes in power
for each pedal stroke, but rather tends to stay
in the speed ratio represented by the he maximum force for each pedal stroke. This point
will be mentioned again when performance characteristics are presented since average power
depends on the average torque being transmitted, while the speed ratio is related to the
maximum pedal force for each stroke.
As far as the author knows, the RIDE-AMATIC is the only bicycle drive that uses a
belt. On a bike, a belt has two distinct disadvantages over the chain -it may slip and it
is less efficient. As mentioned earlier, slipping is counteracted by the inherent design
that causes the belt tension to increase with
increasing torque. The RIDE-A-MATIC with two
chains and a V-belt has to be less efficient
continued on page 18

page 18
continued from page 17
that a well-cared-for derailleur chain drive.
How much less is not known at this time. A
simple test of the bicycle showed that about
one pound force (4.5N) on the pedal was needed
to turn the wheel. If this is representative
of actual riding, then the drive would be about
96% efficient when the pedal force is 30 lbf
(133N). Since the drive would probably not be
preferred by a racing cyclist, its value lies
in a trade-off between slightly lower efficiency and improved riding convenience for the
touring or commuting rider. This trade-off is i
analogous to the sports-car enthusiast's pref- I
erence for a 5-speed shift while other drivers
prefer the less-efficient automatic transmission in their commuting autos.
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THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE CALCULATIONS
The graph showing the relationship between
speed and pedaling cadence of a fixed-gear
bicycle is simply a straight line of slope
determined by the gear ratio. At any point on
this line, pedal force and horsepower may have
any value depending on the load conditions and
the rider's strength and motivation. For a
bicycle equipped, say, with a 10-speed derailleur, the graph now becomes 10 straight lines
of different slopes, each defined by its particular gear ratio. But, just as with the fixed-gear bike, the rider can use any force
she/he wishes in any one of the gears so that
performance points cannot be represented. However, all of this changes when a torqueresponsive automatic transmission is involved.
Because pedal force and speed ratio are related
by the kinematics of the mechanism and the
spring preload and rate, a graph of all of
these variables may be constructed, at least in
the range that speed ratio is changeable.
Another way of looking at this is to note that
the rider, once his pedal force puts him in the
range of speed-ratio change, has control only
of pedal force and must accept whatever
cadence, bike speed and horsepower that
results.
With so many variables, viz., speed,
cadence, pedal force, gear ratio, and horsepower all related, many possibilities exist for
graphing performance characteristics. After
trying each of cadence, pedal force and horsepower as abscissas, the author chose cadence as
abscissa and speed as ordinate in the plot
shown in figure 4. Straight lines are plotted
for each pedal force between 30 lbf (133 N) and
60 lbf (267 N) at 5 lbf (22 N) intervals. All
forces and related variables less than 30 lbf
lie on the "30 lbf line" and all forces and
related variables greater than 60 lbf lie on
the "60 lbf line". Each line also corresponds
to a certain gear as determined by the kinematics of the drive. That these lines are not
uniformly spaced is due to the fact that the
author has purposely made the radial slots in
the discs of the drive to be arcs rather than
straight (as shown in Fig. 3) so that the drive
will be "stiffer" at higher gears. than for
lower. Even with straight guide slots the
relationship between pulley radius and disk
rotation is nonlinear due to the fact that the
arms rotate about their pivot points. The present design is the result of a number of
trials. Horsepower and speed equations are
straightforward, the only difficulty being the
following: as mentioned previously, the inter-
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nal friction in the RIDE-A-MATIC keeps it from
shifting down when the pedal force decreases
cyclically during each rotation of the crank.
This is important since the speed ratio then
depends on the maximum force that is applied to
the pedal. However, power calculations depend
on the average pedal force for an entire revclution. The only reference found by the author
as to the ratio of the average force to the maximum force was in reference 2, p. 268 where
Sharp shows in fig. 231 an essentially rectified sine wave that he calls the "curve of
sines" to represent the variation in pedal
force. This agrees with the author's intuition
and his desire for a simple mathematical relationship. Thus the ratio of average pedal force
to maximum pedal force was taken as 0.63. This
value was used in all of the calculations.
Also plotted or indicated on fig. 4 are
some of the load characteristics that might
confront a rider. The load for riding on a
level surface in still air from reference 1, p.
155, fig. 7.2 is plotted. Also indicated are
the hill slopes that could be climbed by a
rider plus bike weighing 200 lbf (about 900 N)
at the various gear-pedal force combinations
assuming no wind or friction losses. As
before, these calculations are based on the
average pedal force which is 0.63 of the forces
shown.
RESULTS
The Mongoos Trail Bike on which the prototype unit was installed was equipped with a
speed- and cadence-measuring unit. Speed in
mph was calibrated to read two times the actual
mph in order to increase its accuracy. The
author, on several days, rode around his home
on hills of various slopes. He endeavored to
produce steady-state conditions for each reading, but this was difficult as it often is when
dealing with physiological systems. Typical
results are plotted on figure 4.
DISCUSSION
First, some comments on the
gears. The author was intrigued
written by Aan Hammaker in the
of Bicycling . In this article
spectives on Gearing", Hammaker

choice of
by an article
May 1984 issue
entitled "Perrefers to a Ron
continued on page 19
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Shepherd who proposed for the " +average'
healthy cyclist with no aspirations to racing
fame" what Hammaker calls 'Ron's Rule: A Comfortable Gear is Twice the Gradient Denominator". Because of its elegant simplicity and
the fact that it seems to fit well the comfortable range of the author, he selected the gears
for the prototype RIDE-A-MATIC equipped bicycle
to follow, more or less, "Ron's Rule'. Thus,
as seen on Fig. 4, for the 10% slope, where
Ron's Rule would call for a 20 in. gear, the
bike has 23 in.; the 5.0% slope would call for
40 in., the bike has 43 in.; and the 3.6% slope
would ask for 55 in., the bike has 54 in. Having set the low gears, the high gear of 73 in.
results from the 3.1 speed-ratio-change range
of the RIDE-A-MATIC.
Some predictions of performance can be made
from figure 4. The speed-vs.-hp. characteristics for riding on a level surface in still air
(reference 1, p. 155, Fig. 7.2) are plotted on
the figure. A little less than 0.15 hp (112 W)
would be required to ride at 15 mph (6.7 m/sec)
and the cadence would be 70 rpm. 0.20 hp (149
W) should achieve 20 mph (9 m/sec) at a cadence
of 93 rpm. For each of these conditions, less
than 30 lbf. (133 N) of pedal force would be
required so the drive would stay in high gear
at 73 in. To go 22+ mph (10 m/sec) would
require 0.30 hp (224 W) at a cadence of 112 rpm
and a pedal force of 38 lbf. (169 N). Such a
high cadence could not be maintained for long,
certainly by the author, so the top useful
speed on the level of this prototype RIDE-AMATIC-equipped bicycle is probably 20 mph (9
m/sec). Experience to date by the author confirms this. The performance on steep grades is
well indicated by the figure. For example,
0.20 hp (149 W) would be required to climb a
10% grade at about 3.5 mph (1.5 m/sec) and
cadence of 50 rpm and force of 60 lbf. (267 N).
On such a 10% slope any pedal force greater
than 60 lbf (267 N) will move the bike faster
with corresponding increase in hp and cadence.
Between 0.10 hp (75 W) and 0.2 hp (149 W) where
corresponding speeds and consequently wind
resistance are low, the characteristics vs.
various slopes probably show pretty well what
the rider may expect.
The actual test points shown on figure 4
agree generally with the theoretical predictions. The variation is well within the inaccuracy of the measuring instruments as well as
the difficulty of the author to establish
steady-state conditions. This result is not
unexpected since the characteristics for figure
4 were based on the author's weight. It is
interesting to note that for these few trials,
the author kept his cadence between 60 and 70
rpm for all the conditions that the RIDE-AMATIC was controlling speed ratio. The associated power required on the hills was probably
higher than anticipated, but the level riding
power was just about that desired.
Some subjective comments by the author on
his reaction to riding the prototype may be
appropriate. For convenience, he will shift to
writing in the first person. When starting off
on the level, I push rather hard, as do most
riders, to accelerate. This causes the pedals
to rotate about 1/2 turn without motion of the
bike as the unit shifts quickly down to low
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gear. Acceleration is then rapid and smooth
with a noticeable reduction in pedal pressure
and only a moderate increase in cadence. I
feel the unit reach high gear at about 10 mph
(4.5 m/sec) and from then on my riding on the
level is mostly all in high gear. It is interesting to try suddenly to accelerate. I push
much harder with the result that my cadence
increases suddenly, then gradually the bike
accelerates as the pedal force decreases and
the drive returns to high gear. This "decoupling" between the pedals and the wheel is at
first somewhat disconcerting but I have become
used to it and find it rather enjoyable. It
helps that, intellectually, I know no energy is
being lost by the process. On going down
hills, I quickly reach the maximum cadence I
can manage and so begin to coast. Starting up
a hill means a rapid slow down until an operating point for the power I wish to expend is
reached. To date, only I and a few of my
friends have ridden the bicycle and none of us
for very long. We have all found it a uniquely
different experience and for me, I find it to
be very satisfying. My young neighbors report
that it was "fun" but they obviously found it
much too limiting on their freedom of choice to
race ahead or climb a hill while standing on
the pedals.
CONCLUSION
A novel continuously variable automatic
transmission has been built and initially
tested on a bicycle. Its performance agrees
with theoretical calculations and expectations.
It would appear to be desirable for use by the
casual rider who appreciates being freed from
the necessity of manually shifting gears and
who does not mind having his power output regulated more or less by the riding conditions and
the characteristics (settings) of the drive.
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FIGURE '8'DRIVE

A Figure-Eight Drive
By Anthony L. Patroni
In response to an article in HPV news (Human
Power Vol. 5 No. 3 Fall 1986 pg. 6) I would
like to mention that I have two U.S. Patents on
a slider-crank-type drive mechanism. (Pat. #
4,548,420 and # 4,584,889) The resultant motion
of my drive mechanism is a horizontal Figure
"8". The drive works very well and it also
falls in line with the study mentioned in the
article stating that the input force to a drive
should be maximum at the same time the drive
velocity is at its maximum.
In a study of the figure "8" motion two
other important advantages are apparent.
Although the drive is almost linear there is
never a full stop during a change in direction,
only a sharp turn. The other advantage is that
the user never has to push directly upward.
This is due to the location of the slider's
pivot point which is dead center (or there
about) in the path of linear travel. When the
end of the stroke is reached by the pulling arm
or leg the crank is moving upward but a downward
force is required on the pedal because it is on
the opposite side of the pivot from the crank.
At the same time the. pedal furthest from the
rider has its crank moving downward. The pedal
or handle being on the same side of the pivot
would require a downward force to bring it
around also. A slight pushing down at the full
extension of the drive (turnaround point) by
both arms or legs will overcome the 180 dead
spots encountered on linear drives. This drive
lends itself well to designs where the drive
mechanism is pivotally mounted for steering the
vehicle. This is because vertical forces of
both arms are always downward and can be kept
equal. A horizontal axis from front to back of
the vehicle is the configuration I used on my
first prototype arm-powered and-steered trike.
A short study of the figure 8 movement is as
follows: Assuming that the rotary crank's velocity remains constant; the maximum velocity of
the figure "8"motion will be when the crank is
moving through the horizontal parts of its
travel. When the drive forces are changing
direction the linear velocity is at its minimum.
Input forces will be highest nearest the pivot
point and least at the change in direction. The
input force and drive velocity are in synchronism.
I arm-powered a bicycle to 20.4 mph in the
200-meter sprints at the 1984 ISPC. I used a
figure "8" drive which had both arms travelling
together in a short rowing motion. The drive
powered the front wheel and was mounted to the
front fork also steering the vehicle. The
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bicycle had also a conventional crank and pedals. I rode in a 20 k road race using both arm
and leg power to prove the handling of the
machine.
Recently I've been busy finishing my prototype ergometer which uses a figure "8" drive for
an upper-back-and-arm exercise. Then the sliders can disconnect to convert the machine. An
added advantage is that one slider can be left
on so that one arm and one leg can be exercised
in the event of a disabled leg. I have future
plans for an arm-powered lean-steered tricycle
(w wheels front and one rear) and an arm-powered
prop-driven lightweight boat. I prefer rotary
drives for leg power although I leg-powered a
recumbent with my drive. My personal opinion is
that the changes in velocity at higher rpms on a
linear drive might cause adverse effects to the
knees. For information on figure "8" drives
send questions or comments to A. Patroni, 9005
Amherst Ave., Margate, N.J. 08402, Phone # (609)
82308121
Anthony L. Patroni
9005 Amherst Ave.
Margate, N.J. 08402
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